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Vanishing Vowels 
 
 

 

 

 

In episode two of this series, I talked about unstressed syllables and a secret 

device called “schwa.” Now I’m going to reveal another secret to vary the music 

of English. In this episode, “Vanishing Vowels.”   

 

[TITLE SLIDE: The Music of English, Episode 3 – More Schwa & Vanishing 

Vowels] 

 

Remember that English is a stress-timed language, so we take as little time as 

we can to get from one stressed syllable to the next to convey the meaning. 

“Schwa” makes the unstressed syllable lower, softer and faster by changing its 

vowel into the tiny grunt “uh” or inserting itself between two consonants that are 

side by side so we can hop quickly from one to the other. The vanishing vowel 

trick does more. It actually makes vowels disappear. Interesting, huh? I get 

excited every time I think about it. In fact, you’ve just heard vowels vanish in three 

different … Oh, no no.  Make that four different words: “actually,” “interesting,” 

“every” and “different.” So let’s look at each one “individually.” Oh, that was 

another one: “individually.” Gosh I love this stuff! 

 

First, “actually”: When we look at the spelling,” we see it has four vowels so we 

think it has four syllables: ac-tu-a-lly. But when we say it, the [u] vanishes and the 

[a] turns into schwa:  ac-t^ (that’s the schwa) ac- -  …“actually” 
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Now, “interesting.” It also has four vowels, so it looks like it has four syllables: 

in-te-re-sting. But when we say it, you hear “int’resting.” The first [e] disappears 

and the remaining [e] turns into “schwa.” in- (that’s the schwa) in- -  … 

three syllables …“Interesting, huh?” 

 

Now, “every.” On the page, it has three vowels, so it fools us into thinking it has 

three syllables: e-ve-ry. But with our amazing vanishing vowel trick, that second 

[e] disappears. And suddenly—ta da—it has two vowel sounds, which means it has 

two musical beats, which means it has two syllables. …e-  … “I get excited every 

time I think about it!” … “every” 

 

“different” – Three vowels: [i] [e] and [e]. But we don’t say di-ffe-rent. The first [e] 

disappears. di-   Remember episode two, when I told you you’d start to hear 

“schwa” everywhere? Well here it is again The second [e] turns into “schwa.”   

…   … different 

 

The last word is “individually.” It has not one, not two, not three, four or even five, 

but six written vowels. And when we talk slowly, you hear six syllables:  

in-di-vi-du-a-lly. Ah, but when we talk quickly, “So let’s look at each one 

individually,” the [u] vanishes and the [a] turns into “schwa.” - -vi- (there’s 

that schwa again). … - -vi- - … “individually” 

 

We anglophones love to play around with the music of English. We delete 

vowels, add vowels, change vowels sounds. We even change the sound of 
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consonants (but that’s for another episode). The important thing is to be aware of 

what you’re hearing, and not to depend on what you see on the page.  

 

I’m going to leave you with a song called Tiny Glass Houses, by Amelia Curran. 

She’s a singer-songwriter from Newfoundland and Labrador, on the east coast of 

Canada. You’ll hear her sing the word “memory” four times. The first three times, 

it’s two-syllables, “me- ” (the [o] vanishes). The last time, it’s three syllables, 

me- -  (the [o] re-appears). But what never changes is the stress on the first 

syllable. And that’s the beauty of the music of English. Correct sylllable stress 

gives us the freedom to vary the pronunciation of the unstressed syllables. The 

link below will take you to the song and the lyrics. And at The Canadian 

Pronunciation Coach blog, you’ll find the transcript of this episode and the lyrics 

of the song with the vanishing vowels and the schwas identified. 

 

In the meantime remember: 

 Listen with attention. 

 Keep practising. 

 Be patient. And, above all,  

 Don’t give up. 

 

I’m Phyllis, The Canadian Pronunciation Coach. I’m glad you dropped by. Thank 

you. 

 Amelia Curran: Tiny Glass Houses 
Song and lyrics at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnwUJnGeQYM 
 


